This article examines how autobiography-writing evolved into a political space for Kazım Karabekir, Ali Fuat Cebesoy and Rauf Orbay, three major leaders of the Turkish War of Independence and the Progressive Republican Party. This article demonstrates that their autobiographies articulate a position of political opposition. This is a novel addition to academic literature that has so far presented these figures as early representatives of peripheral dissent against the Republic, or overstressed their Unionist legacy. The autobiographical politics of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay extensively builds on moralizing discourses that contrast their own heroic accomplishments against the rise of a circle of military-bureaucratic elites -etraf -surrounding Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Through textual analysis, this article maintains that the moralizing discourses they use pose a peculiar blend of nationalism and conservatism -an elitist conservative nationalism that homogenizes political differences and ideological splits. The analysis contributes to the study of Early Republican oppositional politics and conservative political imaginary in Turkey.
Introduction
Kazım Karabekir, Ali Fuat Cebesoy and Rauf Orbay were not only among the prominent military and political figures of the late Ottoman Empire but were also the most intimate comrades of Mustafa Kemal, the founder of the Turkish Republic during the Turkish War of Independence, or the 'National Struggle' (milli mücadele). Their relationship with Mustafa Kemal worsened after the war, and Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay established Turkey's first opposition party in 1924, the Progressive Republican Party (Terakkiperver Cumhuriyet Fırkası, PRP), 1 in competition with the Republican People's Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Fırkası, RPP) 2 founded by Mustafa Kemal.
Following the Shaikh Said Rebellion in 1925, the PRP was closed down almost immediately, and the three were put on trial, yet were ultimately acquitted of all charges. 4 After the closing down of the PRP, the political presence of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay as oppositional figures against the emerging Republican political establishment was limited. During this period, they started organizing their personal notes and memoirs into autobiographical writings to be published to document their recollections of the Independence War and its aftermath. Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay use multiple genres of autobiographic writing (autobiography, personal memoir, daily notes and personal records about military activities) in order to recount post-war political developments from their own perspectives. 5 Their uses of the literary genres of autobiographical writing 6 opens up a peculiar political space to reconstruct history, appeal to future generations, and generate an opposition -which I call conservative nationalism.
There are two major tendencies in the literature on the PRP and its politics. The first tendency is to overstress the PRP's ideological difference from the RPP, presenting it as a conservative-traditionalist and peripheral opposition against a top-down modernist-secularist center. This article questions the dualistic binary these works rely on by underlining the elitist aspects of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's views in their autobiographical writings. The second tendency is, conversely, to overemphasize the Unionist political legacy they shared with Mustafa Kemal and the RPP. These works portray their opposition as an intra-elite struggle in a post-revolutionary political scene, and downplay their conservatism by reducing their ideological legacy to the liberal tenets of the party program, questioning whether the PRP leaders can be qualified as conservative at all. 7 This analysis acknowledges the second approach's emphasis on the military-elite Unionist legacy the PRP leaders shared with Mustafa Kemal. On the other hand, overemphasizing this military-elite legacy, or the liberalism of their party program, underestimates the conservative and moralist contours of the oppositional politics articulated in their autobiographical writings. Hence, the basic contention in this article is that the overemphasis (i) on the party's popular reception as a vehicle for peripheral dissent during its short lifespan and (ii) on the liberal ideological tenets of the party program, obscures the complex layers of its leaders' oppositional politics, which extended beyond the party, and continued to evolve even after the party was closed.
In order to understand this politics and to gain a wider perspective on its ideological formation, this article suggests focusing closely on the autobiographical writings of PRP leaders Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay. 8 These texts both review a longer span of history than their authors' involvement in the PRP, and reveal the most neglected aspect of their ideological legacy -i.e. an idiosyncratic form of elitist conservative nationalism along with this Unionist legacy. Focusing on these autobiographical writings and their inter-textuality as a political site, this analysis throws a different light on the Early Republican opposition politics, and contributes to the literature on conservative thought in Turkey by unearthing an often-neglected thread of conservative imaginary.
When the focus is shifted away from their party-based politics, the liberal tenets of the party, or the kind of active politics Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay conducted in the 1920s to their autobiographies, it becomes possible discern a peculiar blend of nationalism and conservatism in their recounting of the past. This shift of focus demonstrates that their conservative nationalism displays significant elements of Edmund Burke's conservatism, 9 despite their strong Unionist legacy and devotion to the idea of a 'Turkish revolution' (Türk İnkı-labı). First, as their autobiographical writings extensively focus on who deserves to lead the post-war political process on behalf of the Turkish nation, the opposition posed by Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay maintains the need for a vanguard-like moral leadership of wise statesmen within the larger political elite -which is an essential tenet of Burke's conservatisminstead of representing the 'people' against the political center. Second, they articulate the moral traits they ascribe to these leaders, or statesmen, as embodiments of the 'moral character' of the Turkish nation. More than anything else, their autobiographical writings provide extensive descriptions of the moral qualities of both the authors and their political rivals. Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay frequently project moral traits they consider as signs of this national character onto each other. They envision themselves as moral servants of the nation and as those who displayed unconditional sacrifice, humility and selflessness. This stands in stark contrast with their political rivals in the texts -i.e. the newly emerging clique of politicians and bureaucrats in Ankara, depicted as unhinged, greedy, corrupt, and incompetent individuals 'surrounding ' Mustafa Kemal (etraf 10 ). This articulation of a moral 'us' vis-à-vis an immoral 'other' resembles another fundamental tenet of Burke's conservatism, his moral scepticism about corruption-prone and power-seeking revolutionary elites. Just like Burke, they see this emerging military-bureaucratic-political elite as a threat to the moral essence of the Turkish society and its organic social transformation into an independent nation, which must be guarded by wise statesmen.
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The following section of the article provides a brief contextualization of autobiographical writing in the Early Republican period. The third section consists of an analytical discussion of the literature on conservative thought and politics in post-Independence War Turkey. The fourth section outlines the analytical components of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's conservative nationalism (elitism, authoritarianism, moralism and skepticism towards the revolutionary clique) and how it diverges from, and yet in the last instance converges with, conservatism. The fifth section unpacks how references to 'moral character' enable them to articulate claims to righteous leadership and political legitimacy. The sixth section analyses how 'etraf' serves as a narrative trope that imagined an ambivalent 'immoral' (la-ahlaki) or 'corrupt' ( fesatçı) political enemy, hijacking the progress of the nation.
Autobiographical narrative as a site of politics in Turkey
This article focuses exclusively on the autobiographies of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay for three major reasons. First, historically both the public readership of political memoirs and scholarly studies of the Early Republican period highlight Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's lives as 'treasures' of history waiting to be unearthed. These three figures had joined forces with Mustafa Kemal from the start of the war, partaking in most of its decisive moments, military achievements and political crises. Second, these three figures were not only among the leaders of the National Struggle but also led the first opposition party of modern Turkish politics, the PRP, along with Refet Bele and Adnan Adıvar. Thus, Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay formed a political and military trio for more than a decade. This links to the third reason for this analytical focus, that these three key political figures systematically reference each other in their memoirs and create an inter-textual political space for collective memory making. This inter-textuality could only be seen through a comparative focus on how three close friends frequently mention each other in an attempt to convey their own individual life-stories. This analysis demonstrates that each text rarely makes individual-personal claims about its author's own moral character. Instead, the authors tend to project moral character traits onto each other (and onto other opposition figures), citing each other's experiences, stories and memories.
12 By constantly invoking each other as 'witnesses' of a past they shared with Mustafa Kemal, they transform individual memory into a politics of collective remembering.
The 'official' account of the events that took place in the immediate aftermath of the First World War and the following decade of political turmoil in Turkey rests upon an autobiographical reflection on past events by Mustafa Kemal in his Great Speech -Nutuk. 13 In that sense, new histories and historiographies beyond (or complementing) Nutuk have often invoked autobiographical accounts of the leading cadres of the Independence War who founded the first opposition party.
14 The canonization of Nutuk converged autobiography with history, and personal narrative with truth in the making of modern Turkey.
15 As a result, the publishing of autobiographical writings by other major leaders of the 1919-1922 Turkish National Struggle (especially those whose narratives diverged from that of Mustafa Kemal) has drawn wide interest throughout the history of the Turkish Republic.
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A new wave of memoir publishing started in the aftermath of the establishment of multi-party democracy in 1946. These works included memoirs of leading figures of the late Ottoman Empire and Early Republic published posthumously by their families.
17 Starting in the 1950s, intellectuals, journalists and political actors made frequent references to Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay and cited their memoirs in addressing the 'unrevealed' facts of the post-war Republic. Especially in the 1960s and 1970s, Islamist-conservative intellectual circles and the larger right-wing political imaginary have revered such texts as precious yet repressed sources of an alternative history that is yet to be unearthed. 18 Similarly, a less conservative strand of popular historians hailed Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay as great heroes that suffered from unfortunate circumstances, and as such needed to be given their due.
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As part of the Islamist intelligentsia that flourished during the 2000s, several leading right-wing conservative publishing houses 20 re-published memoirs of opposition figures of the Early Republic.
21 By late 2010, public debates on TV programs, polemics in newspaper columns and popular history journals 22 raised this interest (which had been relatively limited to marginalized Islamist circles since the 1970s) to a whole new level of popularity, by representing these texts as major historical sources of truth.
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Given this particular historical background of autobiography and memoir publishing in Turkey, and the connections drawn by contemporary conservative historiography with the autobiographies of key political figures of the Early Republic, this analysis of the idiosyncratic forms of conservatism that appear in Karabekir, Orbay and Cebesoy's autobiographical writings sheds light on existing frames of understanding conservative politics both during the Early Republican and later periods.
24

Early republican conservatism
An enduring dualist account has dominated studies on conservatism in Turkey: secularist, modernist elite politics and its 'top-down' ideology, against a reactionary conservatism with its political ideology anchored in Anatolian hinterland traditions. Despite variations, majority of the literature has portrayed conservatism as representing the 'people' and 'periphery' against the Republican elites, 25 or as religious, traditional and 'reactionary' forces that resisted, or could not adapt to, the fast-paced Westernization.
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The overemphasis on party politics rests on this sociological outlook of conservatism as a centrifugal force and a background for the rise of Anatolian traditionalist conservatism after the 1940s and 1950s. 27 These works emphasize deep cleavages between 'the center and the periphery,' strengthening the image of a geographically separated, antithetical and Anatolia-based conservative opposition.
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Contemporary conservative scholarship strongly adheres to this centerperiphery framework and analyses the PRP as the earliest challenge posed by the 'people' against the elite-led center. 29 For instance, Ömer Çaha claims that Turkish liberal-conservatism has a legacy that can be traced back to the PRP, Liberal Republican Party (Serbest Cumhuriyet Fırkası) and Democrat Party. 30 Other conservative interpretations focus on the PRP leaders' autobiographical writings and frame them as alternative sources of true historical knowledge, claiming that official accounts are misleading and partial. 31 In this view, Nutuk and other official texts represent the voice of the authoritarian state, whereas dissident memoirs represent the repressed voice of the people. This approach, shared among conservative scholars, maintains an image of the PRP and its leaders as having initiated an intellectual and political legacy of liberal and democratic conservative opposition. 32 Works by historians Erik J. Zürcher, Feroz Ahmad and Şükrü Hanioğlu, on the other hand, affirm the shared intellectual (Unionist) legacies of both Mustafa Kemal's Republicanism and the PRP's oppositional politics. 33 Although these works do not specifically engage with conservatism, their claim that founders of the opposition in Early Republican Turkey were in fact part of the shared central elite formation complicate the assumptions that portray the PRP as representing the 'people,' or as external to the political center. These works recuperate the PRP leaders from simplistic images of peripheral reactionaries by underlining the shared military, political and intellectual Unionist backgrounds of Mustafa Kemal and Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay. However, they overstate the fact that Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay were elite figures with a shared Unionist background. For instance, Zürcher argues that they were part of an intra-elite struggle and that they ended up with a liberal-leaning opposition party in order to sustain a legitimate power competition with Mustafa Kemal. 34 While this autobiographical analysis affirms that the PRP leaders shared a military-elite nationalist legacy as well as some elements of liberalism, it argues that the moralistic discourse the PRP leaders adopted when writing their autobiographies led to the emergence of an idiosyncratic blend of conservatism and nationalism. Through carefully attending to their moralizing discourse, which rests on intertextual politics, this article unearths aspects of their political position that have so far been ignored in the literature.
This article specifically builds on and contributes to a recent thread of studies on Early Republican and single-party era conservative intellectuals that were not part of the political opposition. These studies offer fresh perspectives on the Early Republic and complicate dualistic portrayals of conservatism as a peripheral reaction against the Kemalist modernist-nationalism of an emerging political center. 35 Nazım İrem's studies on intellectuals blending Kemalist modernism with conservative tradition challenges the dominant trend in Turkish historiography of characterizing the Kemalist Revolution as 'a zero-sum game between secular-modernist Kemalists in action and religiously oriented anti-modernists in reaction.' 36 However, his focus is restricted to a subservient intellectual elite circle at the service of the Kemalist bureaucratic hegemony and single-party rule. Christine Philliou's work on Refik Halit Karay uncovers a unique elite position that is neither in the political center, nor in the reactionary periphery. 37 Alexander E. Balistreri's work on Kadirbeyoğlu Zeki Bey, the only MP who voted against the abolition of the caliphate, similarly complicates the dualist account of conservatism, affirming that a conservative elite was active in the center.
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Based on Russell Kirk's readings of Edmund Burke's conservatism, 39 this article claims that Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's portrayals of their own political opposition have conservative elements, despite their revolutionaryunionist political legacy and endorsement of some liberal ideas. Russell Kirk underscores the significance of a strong commitment to a transcendent moral order and its incarnation in the world through moral values as the most important trait of conservatism.
40 If Kirk's readings of Burke were to be followed, despite their differences from other tenets of classical conservatism, Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay still qualify as conservatives. While emphases on sacrifice, selflessness and humility could be viewed in many other forms of non-conservative nationalism in Turkey and globally, what makes them conservative in the larger Burkean sense is their moralist discourse, their belief in a transcendent moral order -although they see this order as a process oriented towards the future, unlike the classical conservative glorification of the past. This moralizing discourse imagines a continuous threat of moral corruption (fesat 41 ) against which the moral substance and social fabric of the nation have to be preserved, depoliticizing political rivalries. This heavily evokes Kirk's claim that 'political problems, at bottom, are religious and moral problems.' 42 This article argues that the autobiographies' framing of political problems in moral terms consistently adheres to a similar conceptualization of politics, even though Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay do not explicitly adhere to conservatism as an ideology. Burke espouses a moral skepticism towards revolutionary elites as unhinged, greedy and corrupt individuals who undermined a moral order, and argue that political power should instead rest with moral and wise statesmen who would wield and control social change responsibly. Similar to Burke, Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay prioritize morality as a matter of temperament and character, posing themselves and their political position, as moral counterparts of a corrupt revolutionary elite. 43 They believe in a moral order that is threatened by an unhinged-greedy (muhteris) post-revolutionary cadre, which needs to be kept in check by the guardianship of wise and moral statesmen -a select few among those who embodied the national moral character of the Turkish revolution.
This theoretical analysis indicates that the conservative nationalism analyzed here is not a specific doctrine with its own political constituency within society. It is rather a moralistic vision of a national order that is gradually actualizing itself through history, but has to be protected against the 'corrupt' excesses of an unhinged revolutionary elite. Moralization of the political discourse counter-poses compatriots with a national character against those who lack it, ascribing a naturalized right for a select few to serve their nation. Unearthing elements of such an elitist discourse in Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's writings decouples their position from the historiography of conservative scholars, which overstates the liberalism or popular democracy of the PRP.
Moral elitism in Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's conservative nationalism
Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay primarily portray their individual stories as the maturation of selfless nationalists who served the nation with their comrades during the late Ottoman period and the National Struggle and afterwards. While the emphasis on sacrificial comradeship could be dismissed at first sight as typical popular nationalist rhetoric of the time, this article shows how multiple nationalist tropes produce peculiar moralizing discourses that ultimately reclaim a lost authority over the Republic and the new nationstate. Analyzing the PRP's nationalism requires a rather broad description of the term, which identifies the origins of nationalism within Young Ottoman and later Young Turk discourses that articulated 'motherland,' 'blood' and 'religion' as the three fundamental tenets of Turkish nationalism. 44 Although it was mainly the Early Republican leadership and the new modern nation-state that institutionalized and canonized 'Turk-ness' as a national identity, the history of Turkish nationalism goes back to the late Ottoman Empire. 45 Thus, many oppositional figures of the Early Republic including the figures discussed in this article were situated within this Young Turk discourse of nationalism.
The autobiographical politics of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay extensively builds on moralizing discourses contrasting their own heroic achievements against the rise of a circle of military-bureaucratic elites -etraf -surrounding Mustafa Kemal after the Independence War. The authors incessantly document the rise of 'corrupt' and inept individuals at the expense of those sacrificial comrades. They insist that whoever displayed the national character and thus sacrificially served in the war should have ruled the cadres of the new polity in principle.
Karabekir for instance provides extensive documentation about his objections to the promotion after 1921 of army officers that he did not deem worthy. His objections increase especially after 1923, when the issue of promotion became increasingly divisive. Orbay provides a similar description of the new bureaucratic-political clientele in Ankara when he returned from exile in Malta in 1921. His memoirs from 1921 to the 1930s abound with observations on the 'dangerous' figures and etraf, portraying these circles as not having partaken in the dutifulness of serving in the war along with Mustafa Kemal. Cebesoy similarly notes that 'all kinds of people' had rushed into and hijacked Ankara with their 'avarice/greed' (ihtiras) and 'domination mentality' (tahakküm zihniyeti) as early as 1920 -explaining the political pressure that caused Mustafa Kemal to 'unwillingly' appoint Cebesoy as ambassador to Moscow, removing Cebesoy from the political scene for a while I had heard during those days that a [sense of] distrust and insecurity befell the social circles of Ankara, and that mentalities and ideas of personal government were becoming predominant, but I had refused to believe any of it. (…) no. doubt, the flocking of all kinds of people to Ankara had also caused this [situation] . The unhinged avarice and greed that was emerging among certain people was naturally destined to pull the new administration towards a mentality of personal government. (…) It was becoming clear that the domination mentality was gaining prevalence. 46 Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay were part of the same Unionist military-elite social milieu, 47 with a preference for the top-down resolution of political problems by a like-minded military-bureaucratic elite. And they almost never justify their actions in their writings as giving voice to the 'Anatolian people,' or proposing an alternative ideology on their behalf -apart from abstract references to how they are serving their nation. Hence, it is not surprising to come across dismissive vanguardist-elitist remarks about the 'people' in their autobiographical writings. Karabekir wrote:
The foundation lays underground. Only experts know about the integrity and longevity of a building, because they have a grasp of the foundation. The people can only pass judgement by looking at the polish on the visible façade. They cannot see what is going to fall off and when. 48 This quotation is a good example of the elitist discourse that views 'people' (halk) as focusing on appearances and incapable of understanding the essences of history, as opposed to those experts (mütehassıslar) who are able to do so.
The authors claim that they established the first opposition party in order to preserve the spirit of the Turkish revolution. Even though the official party program included elements of political and economic liberalism, their autobiographies neither express an interest in pluralizing the political space nor any pride in partaking in the first experiments of the multi-party system. The authors refrain from portraying the PRP as an ideology-driven party. They disregard the political and ideological nature of their own discontent with the RPP, and retrospectively portray their opposition as a moral duty to reaffirm the spirit of the nation and the Republic. As such, they view themselves as vanguards of the revolution (Türk İnkılabı) and the Republic:
We were going to do our best to prevent the falling of our regime, the Republic, into the hands of individuals or cliques. 49 They similarly described their resignation from the RPP and establishment of a new party not as a result of their admiration for multi-party politics or democratic institutions but in terms of a moral responsibility to preserve and represent the Turkish revolution against the danger posed by etraf. They are deeply skeptical of (what they viewed as) the unhinged and unmoderated radical reformism of the RPP, seeing it as driven by an avid greed for political power and domination. In that sense, for them, etraf and the RPP under its influence did not represent the Turkish nation at all. The following quotations from Cebesoy's political memoirs clearly lay out how they see the difference between the RPP and the PRP in moral instead of political terms. Both quotations explain why they established a new political party and what they deemed problematic about the existing ruling party: Ironically, the reference to the 'openness' of the RPP to all sorts of citizens has a productive ambiguity for Cebesoy's discourse: it both refers to an earlier moment of political equality which was betrayed by those who hegemonized the party, and to the promotion of unworthy individuals into the RPP's higher ranks, which made the party weak. There were also 'şayan-ı hürmet' (worthy individuals), who resisted separation until it became impossible for them to operate in the existing party. And these people, in Cebesoy's view, were the real proponents of the national struggle and the principles that it was based upon, while their rivals were simply deviating from these principles.
The notion of the 'Republic' is often contrasted in the autobiographies, as an abstract principle, with domination and greed for power -again in moral terms that separate the author from those with a character weakness to seek power, or to become subservient to those who have power. The 'us' versus 'them' discourse is straightforward and repetitive especially after 1924, associating the RPP with a clique of 'stomach-fillers,' while portraying the PRP as a sincere attempt to keep the Turkish revolution on track. The following quotation from Karabekir is an example of how the authors endorsed the Republic as a value to be associated with its 'real' proponents -not the hypocritical and fake Republicans:
In my opinion, the most important thing is to tell the wider public that the Republic is a good thing and to keep the Republic [together] In that sense, Cebesoy and Orbay joins Karabekir in claiming that they were the real proponents, if not owners, of the Republic -drawing clear lines of separation between 'us' and 'them.' The moral aspect of this separation is particularly significant, since it reserves political authority for the authors by denying the worthiness of their rivals as proponents of the Republic, instead portraying them as weak and hypocritical.
What is called conservative nationalism here is qualitatively different from some of the basic pillars of conservative thought and politics: the PRP leaders were not counter-revolutionaries or anti-reformists. They did not have abstract allusions to an 'ancient regime' that needed to be guarded. Their support for reformist ideas of progress and the Turkish revolution distinguish them from classical conservatism. In other words, they invert the temporality of the moral substance of history that is typical of classical conservatism: they do not consider history as a moral degeneration from a glorious past, as it is in most classical conservative ideologies but a teleological maturing of a nation's moral and rational development into the future -very similar to the ideals of the German Enlightenment.
Zürcher claims that their party program did not correspond to classical versions of nineteenth or twentieth century conservatism. He refers to Frederick Frey's analysis that many revolutions or revolutionary movements of the same period had their own evolutionist-gradualist wings or intellectual circles ('post-independence conservatives') that ended up in opposition to a Jacobin hardliner wing -what Frey called 'ardent nationalists. ' 53 He argues that the PRP was such a liberal and evolutionist wing of a revolutionary elite, aspiring for a social contract-based political legitimacy, 'who see the achievement of independence as the fulfillment of their ambitions and reject further radical social and cultural change.' 54 As for the party, he claims:
its philosophical basis clearly was to be found in liberalism, not conservatism and there are no traces of monarchism or religious reaction anywhere. (…) This was also (belatedly) recognized by İsmet İnönü 55 [who wrote in 1963] that the party had never described itself as conservative and that its leaders were in fact 'progressive and reformist people' (ileri fikirli ve ıslahatçı insanlar). They were. 56 This paper does not reject the idea that the PRP followed an overtly liberal party program that displayed elements of a liberal-social contractarian ideology. However, it is claimed that the overemphasis on this program obscures the complex layers of its leaders' oppositional politics, which continued evolving even after the party was closed.
'Moral character' and the Independence War
Moralizing discourses on character pervade both the recounting of the National Struggle and the Early Republican period. The autobiographies do not follow a linear temporal sequence. Heroic scenes and sacrifices during the National Struggle frequently pop up during the recounting of the oppositional politics in the aftermath of the Republic. This section shows how references to the National Struggle are cited as proof of moral character. Despite variations in tone, subjects and perspectives, all three authors emphasize how dutiful and self-sacrificial individuals that had a significant role in the National Struggle were being sidelined in favor of those who had barely made any contribution. They often qualify this line of separation with respect to character traits and dispositions that were displayed during the National Struggle.
In Nutuk, Mustafa Kemal provided a self-centered narrative that claimed the National Struggle would have been at risk without his exceptional understanding of existing situations, foresight and last-minute interventions in crises. Mustafa Kemal also portrayed Karabekir, Cebesoy, Orbay and many other key figures of the Independence War as prone to errors in judgment, occasionally imprudent, politically timid or lacking the will to execute planned or pre-set courses of action against the odds. However, Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay refrain from overtly responding to such portrayals and incriminatory accusations in Nutuk or among pro-government circles. With the exception of Karabekir's İstiklal Harbimizin Esasları (Fundamentals of Our Independence War), their autobiographies are not written in a confrontational tone.
Orbay's memoirs are full of descriptions of scenes in which Mustafa Kemal and Orbay hugged each other in tears of joy or grief, and how worked together day and night, along with devoted others like Cebesoy and Karabekir, as well as Hüsrev Pash¸a (Gerede) and Refet Pasha (Bele). The following quote from Orbay's account of when he and Mustafa Kemal were in Erzurum in 1919, immediately before the Erzurum Congress and right after Mustafa Kemal resigned from his military post in order to claim leadership of the independence movement, is such a portrayal of sacrifice. It starts from the moment when the two were informed that Karabekir was about to visit them. Karabekir presents his allegiance to Mustafa Kemal with full support and respect, which emotionally strikes Mustafa Kemal. Orbay details how Mustafa Kemal, in tears, hugged Karabekir to express his joy and gratitude:
At that moment, I should admit, I absolutely could not estimate that [Karabekir] , with such an unprecedented selfless sacrifice and humble benevolence that I had neither observed nor heard of throughout my military life, was about to create such a memorably vivid historic scene for future generations to remember that they would visualize as if they had seen it with their own eyes. 57 Orbay interpreted Karabekir's recognition of Mustafa Kemal's leadership as characterized by exceptional sacrifice, selflessness and humility, and as a distinct act of patriotism which should form a historical model for the future generations. Such depictions of character and the incessant tethering to the Independence War in the narrative serve as reminders that Karabekir and his fellows shared a moral disposition to serve the nation unconditionally. Even though the main actor in Orbay's story was initially Mustafa Kemal, its conclusion ultimately marks Karabekir as a genuine and devout soldier, who prioritized winning the National Struggle over every other concern.
As pointed out before, these autobiographies were not written in a perfect linear temporality. Within critical discussions of the Republican era, the earlier period of the Independence War frequently appears as a recurrent background to demonstrate how a select few bears the character and disposition to resist corrupt power relations. The authors highlight seciye and strength of character with references to their sacrifices during the war, as well as to other instances during pre-and post-war periods, often in the same paragraph. The word seciye, translated as natural moral character, is interesting because in Ottoman Turkish it assumes the existence of a superior character by birth. Thus, those who proved their high natural moral character by leading the Independence War were considered to have a natural disposition to lead their country and conduct political reforms.
Cebesoy clearly distinguishes between people who hold a moral character and those who do not. He associates moral character with being impervious to unhinged greed, corruption and subservience to others. Accordingly, in his view, those who lack that character become part of corrupt relations of power and domination. It is possible to interpret this moral separation as questioning the political legitimacy of those without such a moral character to influence how the Turkish revolution was to be realized and implemented. The following quote from Cebesoy similarly highlights the centrality of seciye in bringing comrades together under the flagship of the PRP:
[Our aim] simply consisted of not trying to gain strength by compromising on our opinions, and [instead] gathering those of strong personal convictions and moral character under the banner of the [spirit of] true renovation and national will. 58 He clearly stresses that the leaders of the PRP cared less about strengthening their parties' power of representation with more members of parliament, but instead tried to bring together those who had robust convictions (kanaat) and character (seciye). As these quotations reveal, the emphasis on prioritizing individuals with specific moral character traits is central to the fine-tuned elitism. They contrast with the RPP's policy to keep its doors open to 'all kinds of people.' 59 These references to the sacrificial fellow comrades during the National Struggle reserve a space for a select few to act like guardians on behalf of their nation. They portray an elite group of vanguards that are tasked with the moral duty to preserve and maintain the Turkish revolution's connection to the legacy of the Independence War. The next section deals with how this sacrificial vanguard discourse juxtaposes with the newly emerging militarybureaucratic elite of the post-war Republican capital: etraf.
The moral threat posed by Etraf
After the Lausanne proceedings (1923), due to increasingly critical and polemical stances Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay took in the parliament towards a series of governments led by İsmet İnönü, their relationship with the RPP and the political authority of Mustafa Kemal became increasingly strained. In 1924, their de facto elimination from power led them to establish the first opposition party, the PRP. Following a religious insurgency led by Kurdish leaders in Eastern Anatolia (Sheikh Said rebellion) and subsequent involvement of the army, the government closed down the PRP and introduced the 'Law on the Maintenance of Order' (Takrir-i Sükun Kanunu) in 1925. A year after the insurgency, an assassination attempt on Mustafa Kemal caused a massive wave of tribunals. All opposition politicians and dissident figures were arrested and put on trial. Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay were accused of plotting to overthrow the government and assassinate Mustafa Kemal. 60 According to Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay, the establishment of extraordinary Independence Tribunals and many other political developments of the time revealed the lack of moral character and integrity among the state apparatus. The typical incarnation of this lack of integrity and selfishness was an abstract allusion to a set of politicians, bureaucrats, artists and intellectuals that surrounded Mustafa Kemal -etraf. Members of this clique, some of the rising political figures within the RPP during the late 1920s, are all portrayed in the autobiographies as lacking the qualities of national character, moral integrity and patriotic feelings. Each of the three has a different take on how to conceptualize etraf. For Karabekir, etraf is a more generalized 'immoral' milieu of selfish and incompetent newcomers that emerged in the political scene after 1923. Cebesoy views etraf as bureaucratic corruption, a product of self-interested people with 'tendencies for domination.' And for Orbay, etraf is a sinister set of political agents with secret agendas, who legitimized their influence by getting closer and closer to Mustafa Kemal. In his view, these agents were the enduring legacy of corrupt and unlawful ways to conduct politics, especially komitacılık. 61 Orbay frames the political actors around Mustafa Kemal and in the broader ranks of the nascent bureaucracy by referring to komitacılık -extreme political tactics that involve resort to conspiracies and assassinations through small-armed groups. He considers komitacılık to be a remnant of the violent and militaristic political culture of the Balkans-infused Committee for Union and Progress period. His comments on komitacılık expresses the concern that such old habits continued to live among many figures of the new political scene in Ankara, leading them to resort to such means to neutralize their opponents -particularly emerging figures of the opposition. 62 He also refers to a series of assassination attempts that target him, and to the secret police that watched his moves for years, as proof that this unfortunate political custom was yet to be eradicated from the political scene of Ankara. He further claims that dark and mysterious figures around Mustafa Kemal continue resorting to such means for decades after 1922. 63 Both Cebesoy and Orbay draw a clear line between Mustafa Kemal and those who influenced him, however. By neither directly blaming Mustafa Kemal nor mentioning him in any negative way when depicting tense political scenes, they avoid confrontation and affirm their loyalty to the well-established friendship between them.
In comparison to Orbay, Cebesoy is more careful in distinguishing Mustafa Kemal, as the President, from the cabinet and its political associates. Cebesoy describes how Mustafa Kemal was surrounded by the 'greedy' and 'resentful' etraf:
I intimately knew that my brothers continued to harbour respect, confidence and trust towards [Mustafa Kemal] . It was perfectly reasonable that a person, who felt a mutual sentiment with someone, would try to maintain this sentiment among others. Therefore, I had always looked forward to an opportunity [to do something] with this particular longing. However, I knew that it was not an easy task to overcome the greed and resentments of those extremists that had surrounded [Mustafa Kemal]. Nonetheless, I had never quit and continued trying with fervor and aspiration. 64 Cebesoy locates the problem (the reason why he and his friends were disconnected from Mustafa Kemal) in the influence of etraf, composed of actors motivated by avidity. He maintains that his friends held similar respect and trust for Mustafa Kemal, and describes himself as an unyielding peacemaker between Mustafa Kemal and his friends who struggled to overcome the blockage of etraf, keeping alive the spirit of the brotherhood of comrades that led the Independence War.
Karabekir, on the other hand, does include Mustafa Kemal within the 'decadent' cultural landscape of the new Republic. He frequently depicts unpleasant scenes in which Mustafa Kemal was involved, though he avoids statements that target Mustafa Kemal directly. Many of his depictions involve Mustafa Kemal in 'immoral' (la-ahlaki) settings or merely situated within an 'immoral' etraf. Karabekir expresses utter discomfort with the long, pre-prepared tributes (medhiye) for Mustafa Kemal during the first commemoration of 30 August, the Victory Day (Zafer Bayramı), commemorating one of the most decisive battles in the National Struggle: [officers] lauded Gazi on behalf of the press, academics, lawyers, etc. Erkan-ı Harbiye Reisi [chief of staff] mentioned the National Struggle. But again, no. reference to the Eastern front. This ceremony was disorderly. Officers were rude to guests. A young journalist, called Nüzhet Hâşim, was hypocritically making speeches on behalf of academics and teachers, but one could hear sentences like academics were burdens. On behalf of lawyers, Muhittin Baha (former Bursa MP) was lauding Gazi and accusing the nation of being ungrateful! On our return to the train, I bitterly protested these hypocrisies to Fevzi Pasha, but [I wish I] had spelled out the truth, or at least a part of it. Even Gazi, at the train, for a moment, said, 'It will be whatever the nation wants!' After my departure, [as I heard later] he told other commanders that: 'Nation, and all that -these are nothing but empty talk.' 65 (Italicized emphasis is mine.)
The quote is one of the most vivid descriptions of Karabekir's discontent with the growing 'decadence' within the changing public representations of political power and among etraf. Karabekir complains that his successes in the Eastern front were not mentioned within these long praises, and also that the day was celebrated in an 'irreligious' (la-dini) and 'immoral' (la-ahlaki) style. This is one of many instances in which Karabekir targeted the RPP leaders for denigrating him (or fabricating lies about him) to steal his and his brothers' moral dignity. 66 In the abrupt last sentence, he claims that he later heard that Mustafa Kemal had said, 'Nation, and all that -these are nothing but empty talk.' While not providing any context or detail, the ambiguity and abruptness of the way he quotes Mustafa Kemal calls into question whether and how Mustafa Kemal, claiming to embody and protect the national will, actually respected and valued the 'Turkish nation.' It is also unclear whether Karabekir meant that Mustafa Kemal himself was also hypocritical like etraf, since he spoke differently about the 'nation' for different audiences.
Conclusion
Despite significant differences in framework, the way Zürcher explains PRP leaders' liberal aversions to the statist official ideology converges with conservative scholars' celebratory analysis of them as voices of the people. Attention to their moralizing discourse, and its elitist and vanguardist aspects offers an account of Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's politics that significantly differs from the historiography of conservative scholars, or from the historiography of works that completely ignore the conservative elements within their politics. Conservative scholars associate the political legacy of these three authors with a liberal-conservative traditionalism on behalf of Anatolian populations. Conversely, the other major thread of literature on the PRP leaders ignores the conservative elements within their politics by overstating their Unionist legacies or the elements of liberalism or popular democracy in their party program. This article maintains that analyzing Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's autobiographical writings as the bedrock of this political space offers a correction to scholarly overemphasis on PRP party politics and provides a fresh perspective into their wider opposition politics.
The analysis offered in this article demonstrates that Karabekir, Cebesoy and Orbay's conservatism did not seek to voice the conservative sensibilities of a repressed people against a secular-reformist nationalist state. Despite the emphases on freedom, democracy and liberalism in the PRP party program, autobiographies reveal an endorsement of an elitist moral guardianship by select soldier elites -who fulfill the function of Burke's wise and moral statesmen, tasked with neutralizing the threat posed by the excesses of an unhinged revolutionary elite. This focus on vanguardist-elitist conservative nationalism calls for further research on Early Republican history and conservative politics in Turkey. The elitist conservative nationalism of the first oppositional party leaders offers a reinterpretation of Early Republican history that goes beyond the dualist frames of modernism vs. traditionalism, secularism vs. religiousreactionarism or center vs. periphery.
Morality is central to the articulation of a 'conservative nationalist' political position in universalist terms, claiming to represent the whole nation -i.e. not particular factions, ideologies, social groups, etc. The recognition of the central role of morality in the autobiographies situates them within the tradition of Edmund Burke's conservatism. Their moralizing discourses reframe a complex set of political disagreements and ideological debates of the time in terms of character, disposition and temperament -those who are worthy of representing and governing the nation, vs. those who are not. Furthermore, these moralizing discourses also obscure intra-elite disagreements and competition for power. The discourse of 'us' vs. 'them' homogenizes the diversity of political voices within the Early Republic and reduces the political field to the duality of betrayed patriotic heroes vs. unworthy bureaucrats that hijacked the Turkish revolution. While these moralizing discourses depoliticize various issues of the time in discourse, it also ironically creates a forceful political space in practice that calls the reader to read history from the author's perspective and act on behalf of the author -to protect the moral legacy of the Turkish revolution against threats.
Karabekir's epigraph to his Our War of Independence (İstiklal Harbimiz) epitomizes the political significance of writing personal narratives on the history of the Independence War: 'We waged the National Struggle. If its actors do not write [about it], [then] its history becomes a fairy tale.' 67 In this sense, their writings pose an idiosyncratic political site that calls future generations to actively remember and re-evaluate history in a way that does more than demand political legitimacy and recognition of service -it creates its own political ideology with a moral-universalist claim to represent a whole nation. As the continuous reprinting of these autobiographies and their popularity among conservative scholars and intelligentsia reveal, their call has been taken seriously since then, and their autobiographies have had an enduring popularity among both conservative, Islamist and center-right political constituencies, as well as their intelligentsia. Autobiographies in that sense are political sites that are continuously re-appropriated by new generations who problematize the history of the Early Republic -especially the controversial issues such as the Lausanne Proceedings and Independence Tribunals. Turkish context it is used to refer to the elite circle around Mustafa Kemal. 11. Unlike classical conservatism's scepticism for change from a past ancient regime to future degeneration, they think reforms are for the good of the society. However, unlike revolutionaries, they attribute a moral order and a sense of teleology to the Turkish revolution, seeing it as a process whereby the moral substance of a nation is gradually being realized. And they consider the revolutionary elite as corrupt individuals against which the process of the realization of this moral order should be protected. 12. These texts are generally retrospectively reworked notes and memoirs from the 1918-1926 period. 
